CROSSWORD
No. 15,733 Set by WANDERER

ACROSS
1, 6 Control centre in a theatre? (10,4)
9 Out of unmarried men, half caught disease spreading locally (7)
10 Poet, a Parisian that’s touched all the bases (4,3)
12 Hotel perfect for summer’s end? (5,5)
13 A way of measuring speed on motorway politician has just opened (3)
15 Greek character, female, writing about having nothing on (6)
16 Police sent aid, arresting five perverts (8)
18 People with long experience of surgeon having knocked back gin? (8)
20 Nancy’s left? That’s awkward (6)
23 Directed a film adaptation of King Lear (3)
24 OTT article - hat, perhaps (10)
26 Walls in igloo’s first high summer (7)
27 Study artist backed with eleven silver coins once (7)
28, 29 Solver’s software left in French city after vacation, so called ambassador? (4,10)

DOWN
1, 14 Complete selection of courses here (4,10)
2 Stood to finish texting your editor (7)
3 Small guitar pocketed by bent road manager (13)
4 Stir up egg on visible broadcast (6)
5 Scoreless game given a bashing in the Observer (2-6)
7 Chap involved in row in Arab country about topless bars (7)
8, 25 Side order of synthetic cream (10,4)
11 Apple perhaps put out an ultimatum? No hesitation, and no half-lies (13)
14 See 1
17 Bury relations between male and female (8)
19 Bird caught in a mousetrap! (7)
21 Series about Greek annoyance following humiliation (7)
22 For one that’s short, Dorothy’s lifted heavy stuff (6)
25 See 8

Solution 15,732
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